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The fourth generation of Zoom KD4 
Kevin Durant signature boots released 4 color first, cool mint throat sugar, military army green, orange and white collocation, Blue
Curacao and silver blue yellow thunder inspiration color, bring more choices, the tongue has a unique 35 word lines by adding more
lightning half sole mission, covered with uppers of big band is one of the highlights of the whole shoe, expect the price double star
version of the signature of the amiable and easy of approach boots come soon. 8 q$O2 |% K; Q K7. Z! J+ H;

said Nike Air Force has launched 1 customized online services NIKE ID is all-powerful temporarily, how many shoes fans are online
personally to create their own versions of the NIKE AIR FORCE I! But since the abolition of online guest service, want to set up to
design a pair of their own color NIKE AIR FORCE 1 can only specify NIKE ID STUDIO, but many cities do not have NIKE ID
designated store! Therefore, many fans can not go online to design a pair of their own color matching NIKE AIR FORCE 1! Now, the
good news is coming! NIKE AIR FORCE 1 customer service is about to return, but will there be some restrictions that we can't
confirm at the moment?! The official release date is 2011 February 18th! So, shoe fans, if you're a AIR FORCE fan, then look forward
to it with us!
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